Product instruction manual
Safety Straight Edge
TFSSE-60, TFSSE-100, TFSSE-150, TFSSE-200,
TFSSE-250, TFSSE-300

The Trimfast Safety Straight Edge is a very simple
device that gives a professional finish.
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Introduction
Thank you for purchasing the Trimfast Safety Straight Edge.
Manufactured in the UK, the Trimfast Safety Straight Edge is a device that safely gives a high quality
finish to work.
The straight edge is made from extruded aluminium and anodised, meaning the device has been
designed to last and is ideal for any workplace. It has been designed and made uniquely, with its
arched shaping, allowing the cutter to be safer to use helping to avoid any tool slippages. It also
helps to focus downward pressure securely when cutting.
On the underside of the straight edge, there are two full length silicon inserts to allow easier
gripping and protecting sensitive surfaces. The front edge of the device has a full length dual
metric/imperial scale and a press-fit stainless steel bead, helping to protect the aluminium edge
from blade and cutting damage.
Available in six sizes from 60cm (24”) to 300cm (118”) this device is essential for cutting, scoring and
pen lining.

Trimfast Safety Straight Edge
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Safety Instructions
•
Please read these instructions carefully. Note the safe operational requirements, warnings
and cautions. Use the product correctly and with care for the purpose for which it was intended.
Failure to do so may cause damage or personal injury, and will invalidate the warranty.
•
Please keep instructions safe for future use.

Specifications

Size (cm/inches)

TFSSE-60

TFSSE-100

TFSSE-150

TFSSE-200

TFSSE-250

TFSSE-300

60cm/24”

100cm/39”

150cm/59”

200cm/79”

250cm/98”

300cm/118”

Overall Dimensions 615x70mm/24x3” 1015x70/40x3” 1515x70/60x3” 2015x70/79x3” 2515x70/99x3” 3015x70/119/3”
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
Warranty*

Contents
After unpacking the Trimfast Safety straight edge, check to make sure that there is no damage.

Spare Parts
For Spare Parts please contact your supplier
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Operation
It is important that the Trimfast Safety straight edge is used on a flat surface. A warped or bowed table top can
create a twist in the rail resulting in a curved cut or line. Always use a cutting mat when cutting.
The Trimfast Safety straight edge can be used with a wide range of tools.

General Maintenance
Regularly clean the Trimfast Safety straight edge using a dry cloth, stubborn stains can be removed with a cloth
dampened with a little water/detergent.
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Warranty & Incorrect Use
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Your Trimfast Finishing System should reach you in perfect condition, however please retain all of the original packaging once you
have unpacked your Finishing System in case you need to return it for repair. If your system arrives damaged or faulty in anyway, this
must be reported to your supplier immediately. If the Finishing System is sent back for repair under warranty and is damaged in transit
due to faulty packaging your warranty may be void.
Your Finishing System is guaranteed for 1 year from date of purchase covering defective parts and general wear and tear; it does not
cover any damage to the blades.
E&O.E
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